Collaboration Environments for Education, Business, Government Agencies, and Science
Collab™ Conference Tables
for Learning Studio Spaces, Media Centers and Teleconferencing

Collaboration brought this product into the world. A team effort between the client, SMARTdesks’ design/engineering resources, Collab™ was designed specifically for Learning Studio collaboration spaces. Serving people with flexible group dynamics, Collab’s equilateral triangle shape lets people group together informally, and regroup as directed. The large displays support every seat in the room. Genuine flipIT® Laptop Safes keep university laptops ready for deployment. A centrally located power/data port serves up to four guest laptops per table.
Laptops are securely tethered and stored in locked flipIT® Laptop Safes. The entire table surface can be used without laptops getting in the way.

In seconds, laptops are deployed, connected to power and network at all times.

Optional microphones for audio amplification and internet communication. Tethered laptop always connected to power and data.

Power/data pop-ups support up to four guest laptops.

Center column has 8x20 access hatch for cable. Cover removed.
The technology that permits HD video communications over IP can now deliver on its promise of a human meeting experience. Thanks to a designed studio space, people are complemented by their surroundings. Lighting gives faces a natural appearance, free of gloomy shadows.

The shape of the table promotes satisfying compositions that include the speakers without obstruction. Supporting data is displayed on screens in the users’ personal space. Computers are housed with easy access, but without visual intrusion. Phones and controllers are stowed in the Piano’s wire management well.
The eMotion™ Monitor Lift Credenza presents up to 60-inch flat screen in 30 seconds. The motor is operated by remote control or hardwired switch.

Wire management from the eMotion to the side cabinets is conducted through grommet ports on facing sides.

Mirror-image Side Cabinets store codec and other components. Cable management keeps IT access easy and organized.
For corporate training or meetings with interactive collaboration, Piatto™ unites the space with contemporary lines and fine furniture detail. Genuine flipIT® workstations give the participants the option to clear the space when computers are not being used.
Piano18™ Computer Conference
Large group and small group dynamics served with laptops or workstations.

Small groups can assemble with informal comfort. This installation uses laptops as CPUs, stowed in the center storage well. Many options for computer integration. Explore how Piano18™ can incorporate your technical and activity agenda.
Viewpoint™ Mobile Studio
HD Conferencing in context, beautifully lit and composed.

Lights, camera...action! No need for a dedicated space for teleconferencing or distance learning. Viewpoint™ Mobile Studio rolls to any place that gives the proper context for your discussion, presentation, demonstration or interview session.

VTC-6340x3-MTS
Viewpoint™ Mobile Studio

Viewpoint’s stage positions up to three people for a crisp video composition. Geometry of the stage is engineered to camera optics angle of view and distance to subject.
HD Video Teleconferencing

cross pond, cross county or cross town.

HD teleconference in any setting for the most efficient use of time and space. ViewpointHD™ records digital video at 720i to 1080i at 30 fps in real time, tabulates time, date stamps, has multiple point split screen imaging, controls far and near end cameras, and sound muting microphone has real time clarity. The ViewpointHD™ is sold as a complete studio: lighting, PTZ-HD camera, codec and an adjustable sit-to-stand three person table configured for proper field of view.
Genuine flipIT® products can be incorporated in most SMARTdesks products, and even as a retrofit for existing classroom desks.

The classroom has been upgraded using existing table bases and Newtops™ manufactured to replace the old tops and attach perfectly to table bases. This green practice permitted the school to upgrade 5 classrooms instead of 3, using the same budget.
DFI 722630-K23
Double flipIT Desk with flipIT K23, supporting VESA mounted 16:9 LCDs up to 24” Shown with Apple® 24” HD Cinema Displays and MacPro CPUs.

MFI-542642-K23
flipIT Podium with pull up utility shelf. Plenty of storage for AV. Bay can be outfitted with rack rails.

THL-882628-L18/LC
HorizonLine™ Laptop Table with three flipIT L18 Laptop Safes, on locking casters.
Pi® Collaboration Tables
Pod-based System with Universal Design and Freedom of Arrangement

Pi™ was developed for flexible physical arrangement. May be alternated, made into curved rows, clusters, arcs.

May be outfitted with genuine flipIT® K19 for use with up to 20" 16:9 LCDs, or flipIT K18 Laptop Safes. Choose floor glides or locking casters for mobility.

PIR-422630-K19
Pi tables with flipIT K19 LCD workstations. Concave arc on user’s Right.

PIL-422630-K19
Pi tables with flipIT K19 LCD workstations. Concave arc on user’s Left.
Newpath® Laptop Desks
Multi-use classrooms with genuine flipIT® Laptop Safe Products

A smaller footprint for more aisle space, more comfort and less cramping in classroom spaces.

DNP-602428-L18 Double Newpath Laptop Desk with flipIT L18 Laptop Safes
Quark™ & Qstar™ Mobile Conference
Mobile laptop workstations work independently or together, just like you do.

Quark™ Mobile Laptop Tables can be used sitting or standing. Adjustable in one inch increments from 28” to 38”. Quark nest into Qstar™ Mobile Conference Table configurations. The Qstar serves power and data to the group. When was the last time you had this much fun just coming into a meeting space?
MacTable™
Industrial design that makes the most of Apple’s genius.

The perfect complement for the iMac® 20 or 24. Screen is presented semi-recessed through contoured port, standing on an adjustable depth shelf.

To get more table top space, just move the keyboard and mouse to park them out of the way. Pencil tray keeps items from rolling into the computer well.

The shelf has the capacity to store the keyboard, mouse and other small peripherals. If used with a Cinema Display, the Mac® mini can be stored on the shelf, too.

Made for each other.
Bi-Level & Monitor Arm & Laptop Tables

Position screens for optimum visibility.


SHL-363030-RKF/LC Single HorizonLine Table with Sub-mounted monitor lift arm, on locking casters for mobility. Available in doubles.

DDL-722630-205 Double DL Seminar Table for laptops. Singles available.
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